
  



New Features/Enhancements  

 

 Changed the SigniFlow banner being displayed at the bottom of the screen. 

 

 Moved Bulk Signing menu item. 

 

 Added a scrollbar for the form selection page. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Changed “Sign with selfie” to “FaceSign”. 

 

 Changed the “FaceSign” help text displayed on the information pop up. 

 

 Added the ability for users to opt not to show the “Save as prepper template” pop up when releasing 

a document. 

 

 

 

 

 



 Added the ability to enforce a signature reason. 

 

 Added the ability to provide a reason during signing. 

 

 Added the ability for owners of a document to edit the workflow of that document. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 Added a balance check setting on the SMS setup page to indicate whether a balance check should be 

done before sending an SMS. 

 

 Ensured FaceSign is enabled on all businesses. 

 

 Changed the layout and ordering of the settings page in the Business Admin section. 

 



 Changed the upload limit for initials to 500KB. 

 Changed the upload limit for company stamps to 500KB. 

 Made changes to the Signature and Initial font images to load faster. 

 Moved the document end step selection to the first step of the Create Workflow process. 

 Removed Firma signing options, as they are no longer active. 

 Added the ability to preload ad-hoc face-to-face signer information through the FullWorkflow API 

method. 

 Added another API method called “IsLive” that can be used to check if the services are running. 

 Added the ability to add portfolio placeholders when using the FullWorkflow API method. 

 Updated the FaceTec page with new wording and layout changes. 

 Reordered the DocFlow configuration options and grouped them under different sections. 

 Added the country of birth on KYC compliance report. 

 Added the marriage date on KYC compliance report. 

 Added an indication on KYC compliance report to state why document validation failed. 

 Removed True ID from the KYC process. 

 Made changes to KYC to ensure it handles search restrictions on the PBVerify account. 

 Added a configuration section for EvroTrust to provide an API key. 

 

Fixes/Bug Fixes  

 

 Fixed an issue where the proxy help text did not appear when hovering over the information icon. 

 Fixed an issue where the incorrect country identifier was displayed for a business. 

 Fixed an issue with the signature appearance where the “Signed By” section was not visible in certain 

scenarios. 

 Fixed an issue where the user’s country identifier did not sync through after being changed, and then 

caused issues when sending an OTP to the user. 

 Fixed an issue that prevented users from downloading documents in certain scenarios. 

 Fixed an issue where the login page would continuously load after a third incorrect login attempt. 

 Fixed an issue where the “Account Locked” email was not branded correctly in certain scenarios. 

 Added missing translations on certain pages. 

 Fixed an issue where certain portfolios failed to download. 

 Fixed an issue that prevented bulk signing from taking place in certain scenarios. 

 Fixed an issue that prevented certain users from logging in to the system using 2 Factor 

Authentication. 

 Fixed an issue where Unicode characters were not displayed correctly in dropdown selection boxes 

during signing. 

 Fixed an issue that prevented face-to-face signers from receiving the Completed Workflow email. 

 Fixed an issue that occurred when submitting a form from SharePoint that caused the documents to 

display in the wrong order. 

 Fixed an issue where initials were not displayed on the first page in certain scenarios. 

 Fixed an issue that allowed viewers in a portfolio to workflow unreleased documents. 

 Ensured that password complexity requirements are being met during registration, password reset 

and forgot password processes. 

 Fixed an issue where users were redirected to an error page when trying to view the audit of a 

document sitting in their drafts. 



 Fixed an issue where business administrators were not able to trigger reminder emails for users in 

their business who still had to complete their registration. 

 Fixed an issue where linked dropdowns did not change their value during signing when either of them 

was changed. 

 Fixed an issue where portfolios would get locked in certain scenarios while there were still outstanding 

documents. 

 Made changes to the international KYC process that prevented users from outside of South Africa 

from completing the process. 

 


